Clinical Decision

Support
At the Point of Care

Screening

Information
Mapping

SMI is a comprehensive drug and disease
resource delivering wide-ranging content
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We Specialize in
Medical Information
In a world of abundant information, it's imperative
to deliver the right information on point, when it's
needed, in the moments that matter.

All-in-one Solution
SMI integrates and structures all
relevant
clinical
information
sources into a single portal that
enables you to find what you
need with just one search. This
eliminates the time-consuming
need for jumping between several databases or websites repeating the same search over and
over again trying to find answers
to clinical questions. To have all
relevant
clinical
information

sources gathered and structured
in one portal with internal relations and cross references in
place, saves a lot of time and
provide a much better overview.
Along with access to local drug
information from your own country, SMI includes access to the
world´s most trusted evidencebased information sources that
provides unbiased and fast answers to clinical questions fully

referenced to the primary literature. This will provide the whole
picture on which to make confident decisions at the point of
care.

Our Services
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Improved decision making at the point of care
By linking directly to our reference content from within your Electronic Health Record system,
your clinicians will have access to the most current drug information available — enabling
them to improve decision making and enhance patient safety at the point of care.

Quick access from within your hospital's EHR system
When integrated into your system, SMI drug reference and data solutions will supply end users
the functionality to help meet the clinical decision support component of meaningful use.

Easy implementation
Due to our intuitive database design, table naming across multiple database environments
(Oracle®, SQL Server® and MySQL®), and easy-to-use APIs, developers can quickly and seamlessly integrate complex databases into your system.
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Powerful Search
Instant Access to the Vast Amount
of Medical and Clinical Data

The SMI Search Feature

Searches can be made from any of the portal’s
pages so that the desired information can be
quickly and easily referenced from anywhere in
SMI. Users can search by drug name, active
ingredient, disease name, or make any other
medically related query.

Advanced Search
In order to find the desired data
from among the extensive information search results can be
filtered by using several contextspecific filters.
Thus, the results can be filtered
by their type - be it document,
active ingredient, product (drug),
or indication (disease).

is the information source, so that
the organization or institution
that provides that content filters
the search results.
The results can also be broken
down by category when using
content-sensitive filters such as
adverse reactions, dosing, contraindications or indications.

Filter your search on…
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Product (Drug)
Active Ingredient
Indication (Disease)
Adverse Reaction
Dosing
Contraindication
Content provider
Country

Another filter that can be applied

Content Providers
Evidence-based Information Sources
Micromedex empowers clinicians to make informed decisions, reduce errors, and improve patient care.
For more than 30 years, over 3,500 hospitals and healthcare institutions in 85 countries have relied upon
our Evidence Solutions.
Lexicomp’s team of more than 100 in-house physicians, nurses, coders and pharmacists work with a network of more than 4,000 of the world's top medical specialists to develop trusted clinical content, advanced
clinical decision support and software.
Best Practice from BMJ is a point of care tool designed to support clinicians in their decision making from
diagnosis to treatment.
Best Practice rethinks decision-support information with a step-by-step approach that is structured
around the patient consultation, covering diagnosis, treatment, management and prevention. It fits information around real, diverse and evolving medical information needs to give a second opinion in an instant.
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Drug Mapping
Documentation from Local and
Global Sources
The healthcare landscape is rapidly transforming
both at home and abroad. SMI provides you with an
overview of the most updated information on drugs
and diseases from across the globe.

The SMI Drug Mapping Feature

Global and Reliable Information
Brand and generic drug names
are mapped with country specific
drug files, which enable us to link
content directly through electronic medical record systems in
multiple countries. This means
that you can access updated and
evidence-based drug and disease
information directly from the
patient´s
medication
record
without the need for additional
searching.

The data supplied by SMI spans
European as well as FDAapproved drugs. At the same
time, SMI offers a unique active
ingredient-based mapping of
European drugs with FDAapproved drugs, providing a
much-needed vital link for interoperability between global and
country-specific medical information sources.

The information is gathered from
medical facilities and obtained
from providers of medical content such as Micromedex, Lexicomp and BMJ. This ensures that
the answers to clinical questions
that SMI offers are unbiased –
since they profit from the possibility to compare the perspectives of several sources on the
same subject – reliable, and well
documented.

The Cross-Reference Tool
The SMI system includes a valuable feature: a cross-reference
tool for tradenames, which is
meant to solve the common
problem of finding alternative
tradenames for a drug (when
the current tradename is not
available in a particular country
or when an unknown tablet or
capsule needs to be quickly
identified, etc.).
When searching for alternative
tradenames for a particular drug,
several options are available:
viewing the drug from a selected

country that have that exact
tradename available; obtaining
synonyms (alternative tradenames that have the same active
ingredient); and getting analog
results (tradenames that contain
a different active ingredient than
the original tradename, but with
the same effect). The cross reference tool for tradenames is
available irrespective of the
selected item (tradename, active
ingredient, or disease) and the
content that it displays at a particular moment is item-specific.

The cross reference tool functions in a global context via ATC
codes and through the unique
mapping of European drugs with
FDA-approved drugs in clinical
use.
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Medical Screening
The healthcare landscape is rapidly transforming, both at home and abroad. SMI provides you with an
overview of the most updated information on drugs and diseases from across the globe.
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Medication Advisory
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Dose 10/90
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Trissel’s IV
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Patient Specific Dosing

Medication advisory screening identifies the following interactions: drug-drug, drug-herbal,
drug-food, drug-ethanol, and
drug-tobacco, while also covering
allergy conflicts and allergic cross
reactivity. It also includes important pregnancy and lactation
warnings
and
it
highlights
age/gender related precautions.
Moreover, this type of screening
issues
drug-lab
interference
alerts and pinpoints drug-disease

contraindications,
therapeutic
duplication and conflicts, as well
as ingredient duplication.
Trissel’s IV screening assists
clinicians in detecting potentially
dangerous intravenous combinations. Additionally, it isolates the
substances that may contribute
to compatibility issues.
Dose 10/90 helps optimize drug
dosing calculations and decisions
by taking into consideration the

patient’s weight and age.
Patient specific dosing delivers
patient-specific dosage recommendations through the analysis
of weight and age, as well as
other important patient-specific
data such as adjusted body
weight, lean body mass, body
surface area, creatinine clearance, serum creatinine, and
hepatic status.

Formulary Services
Summary
Our electronic formulary service
allows you to integrate your
institution's formulary, policies
and procedures, and therapeutic
guidelines into SMI. Your content
will then be shown in the right
context along with all the other
clinical
information
sources
available in SMI.

Benefits:
ü Eliminate the need for multiple resources, and get oneclick access to your hospital's formulary through full integration within SMI
ü Available on the latest smartphones and tablets
ü Include existing hospital-specific policies and guidelines
in SMI

About the Company
SMI is a comprehensive drug and disease resource delivering wide-ranging content including both drug monographs and clinically focused information (covering dosage, labelled indications, interactions, adverse reactions,
etc.).
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